In this paper, a new statistical process analysis and quality prediction method is proposed for multiphase batch processes. A two-level phase division algorithm is designed to capture and trace quality-related inner-phase evolution which in general goes through three statuses sequentially, i.e., transition, steady-phase and transition. Partial least squares (PLS), canonical correlation analysis (CCA) and qualitative trend analysis (QTA) are effectively combined to distinguish different inner-phase process statuses. Their different characteristics are then analyzed respectively for regression modeling and quality analysis. Meanwhile, the uneven-length problem of batch processes is handled in different inner-phase parts so that online quality prediction can be performed at each time. The application to the injection molding process illustrates the feasibility and performance of the proposed algorithm.
INTRODUCTION
As an important type of industrial production, batch processes have been widely applied to fine chemical, biopharmaceutical, food, polymer industries, and metallurgy, to obtain high-value-added products efficiently. The batch process safety and consistent product quality have become a focus of research. Data-based statistical analysis techniques, such as multiway principal component analysis (MPCA) and multiway partial least squares (MPLS) are the popular tools for batch process monitoring and quality prediction (Nomikos et al. (1994 (Nomikos et al. ( , 1995 ), after which, different solutions were proposed (Wold et al. (1996) , Westerhuis et al. (1998) ).
In general, multiple operation steps are included in each batch cycle, resulting in different process segments, called phases. A series of phases comprise a whole batch cycle and each phase has its own characteristic, which requires special attention for multiphase batch processes. Zhao and Lu et al. (2004 , 2008 , 2013 proposed phase-based PCA/PLS methods, recognizing that phases can reflect the changes of the inherent process correlations. Considering the transition problem between neighboring phases, a soft-transition multiple PCA (STMPCA) method was proposed to detect and model transitions for online process monitoring (Zhao et al. (2007) ). To handle the uneven-length problem which widely exists in batch processes, Zhao et al. (2011) proposed an uneven-length batch clustering based modeling algorithm for phase division and process monitoring.
However, these phase-based methods ignore the process trend reflected by inner-phase variations, which may lose important information about process operation. Recently, Zhao et al. (2013) investigated the inner-phase evolution of batch processes by dividing a phase into several parts and different statistical models were developed in different parts for process monitoring. In general, three sequential statuses, i.e., transition, steady part and transition, are the basic structure to describe the process variation within a phase, called inner-phase evolution. In this paper, quality-related inner-phase evolution is investigated by analyzing the changes of process-quality relationships within a phase. Statistical regression modeling and quality prediction on the basis of quality-related inner-phase evolution analysis is addressed for multiphase batch processes. PLS algorithm has been widely used to approximate the regression relationship between X and Y (Wold et al. (1996) , Westerhuis et al. (1998) ). However, its objective is to maximize their covariance, which may not necessarily mean strong correlation. When the X space contains large amount of quality-uninformative process variations, PLS often requires many latent variables (LVs) to achieve good fitting. Aalternatively, canonical correlation analysis (CCA) (Cserhati et al. (1998) ) is well-suited for relating two data tables. However, since the measurement variables are often high-dimensional and closely correlated, directly applying CCA to the raw input space will lead to an ill-conditioned problem. Yu et al. (2004) developed a PLS-CCA algorithm, in which CCA was implemented on PLS LVs to further condense them. On the other hand, process trend analysis is a useful approach to exploit the temporal information and reason about process state. Since 1980s, qualitative trend analysis (QTA) which is also widely known as dynamic trend analysis has been developed and played an important role in process monitoring and fault analysis (Janusz et al. (1991) , Dash et al. (2004) ). Therefore, PLS-CCA and QTA methods are effectively combined to trace the quality-related innerphase evolutions of batch processes. PLS-CCA is used as basic statistical regression analysis tool to obtain statistical information from process data and quality data. Then QTA is used on statistics obtained by PLS-CCA to capture the quality-related inner-phase evolutions. Different modeling strategies are proposed for quality prediction. For online application, quality-related inner-phase evolution is well traced where the affiliation of the current sample point is judged and its corresponding regression model is adopted for quality prediction.
The rest of this paper includes four parts: first, the basic algorithms of PLS-CCA and QTA are briefly revisited in Section 2. Then the proposed method is presented in Section 3, including the description of two-level phase division, modeling in different inner-phase parts and online quality prediction. In Section 4, the application to an injection molding process is presented. At last, the conclusion is drawn.
PRELIMINARY

PLS-CCA algorithm
PLS is a common LV-based regression method. The LVs are linear combinations of the predictor variables that result in maximal covariance with the output variable. The equations for PLS are shown as below, Then, CCA is implemented on PLS LVs (Yu et al. (2004) ) to further condense them as below, 
QTA algorithm
A novel approach proposed to automatically identify the qualitative shapes using a polynomial-fit based intervalhalving technique (Dash et al. (2004) ) to capture process trends is used in the present work for inner-phase evolution analysis. The fundamental language of QTA is the primitives defined by the first and second derivatives of variables. A trend is represented as a sequence of these seven primitives. The procedure identifies the qualitative trend as a sequence of piecewise unimodals or quadratic segments. The least-order (among constant, first-order and quadratic) polynomial with fit-error statistically insignificant compared to noises (as dictated by F-test) is used to represent the segment. If the fiterror is large even for the quadratic polynomial, then the length is halved and the process is repeated on the first half until fit-error is acceptable. A constrained polynomial fit is used to ensure the continuity of the fitted data and an outlier detection methodology is used to detect any jump changes in the signal. The procedure is recursively applied to the remaining data until the entire data record is covered.
METHODOLOGY
Two-level phase division
To reveal time-varying underlying process characteristics, process division is extended to two levels: conventional phase division and inner-phase division. Instead of tracking the changes of general process characteristics for process monitoring (Zhao et al. (2013) ), two-level phase division is performed by focusing on the quality-related process characteristics for the specific purpose of quality prediction.
In phase division, the whole process is divided into multiple phases (C) by indicator variables. And it is assumed that batches belonging to the same operation mode have identical phase length. Those uneven-length batches are first clustered into different groups (G) as indicated by batch lengths.
After the first-level phase division, process data and quality data of the cth phases in the gth group are saved as a threedimensional matrix ,, ()
respectively, where g I , x J , y J and , cg K refer to the number of batches, process variables, quality variables and time duration within the cth phases in the gth group. Since only the final quality is available for the batch process investigated, and all process data contribute to the final quality, different phases correspond to the same quality data, g Y . After variable-wise unfolding, the two-dimensional data matrix ,, () In the second-level phase division, i.e., inner-phase division, phases will be divided into different inner-phase parts according to the changes of quality-related process characteristics. In general, a typical phase can be further divided to three parts: initial transition, steady part and terminal transition. IFAC DYCOPS 2013 December 18-20, 2013 . Mumbai, India
The inner-phase division is conducted by applying the combination of PLS-CCA and QTA on phase-representative data. First, apply PLS-CCA on c
Then by projecting the time intervals ,, () 
where 1, 2,..., .
The interval-halving algorithm (Dash et al. (2004) ) for trend extraction is applied to ,, c g j t . Thus, for each phase, multiple segments are separated using seven primitives of QTA. To judge which part these segments belong to, the deviations of these segments are calculated as: otherwise it is assigned to transitions.
Regression modeling for different parts
Different statistical regression models should be developed for steady parts and transition parts. A common model for steady part is established based on variable-wise unfolding data in steady part, while time-slice regression models are built for transitions. The details are introduced below.
(1) Model development for a steady part
The steady-part data of each uneven group comprise is used for quality prediction as below, , , 
In transitions, the cumulative prediction is calculated as , , , To consider the accumulative effect of different parts to the final quality, the predictions of all considered parts should be combined. Meanwhile, weights are added in regression model based on each sampling interval's contribution to quality. Without losing generality, the main algorithm of the composite regression model for multiphase processes with transitions can be described as, .. ... 
ILLUSTRAIN AND DISSCUSSION
Process description
The proposed algorithm is illustrated by an injection molding process. A typical injection molding process consists of three major operation phases, injection of molten plastic into the mold, packing-holding of the material under pressure, and cooling of the plastic in the mold until the part becomes sufficiently rigid for ejection. Besides, plastication takes place in the barrel in the early cooling phase, where polymer is melted and conveyed to the barrel front by screw rotation, preparing for next cycle. All key process conditions can be online measured by their corresponding transducers. One dimension index, mass (g) is chosen to evaluate the product quality. The material used in this work is high-density polyethylene (HDPE). Different operation recipes of injection are adopted by setting the injection velocity at 24, 32 and 40 mm/s, respectively, resulting in three different uneven groups regarding the injection phase. IFAC DYCOPS 2013 December 18-20, 2013 
Two-level phase division
First, conventional phase division is implemented. Using indicator variables, each batch process can be divided into four phases. Screw velocity and SV1 opening are chosen to be indicator variables based on process knowledge.
Second, inner-phase division is performed where injection phase is the focus since the uneven problem exists in this phase.
, cg t from the three uneven groups are analyzed by QTA, and for concision the results of one group is shown in Fig. 1 , which are similar with the results of the other groups. It can be seen that , cg t obviously have an evolution trend, represented by two slopes before and after a flat line respectively, revealing the fact that process first evolves to the steady state and then departs from it within each phase. Then, the steady parts of the three groups are identified which are indicated by deviations above the threshold , cg D  , illustrated by one group in Fig. 2 . Further, ,, ( 1, 2,3) c g sp g  t are calculated and the 99% confidence region for online inner-phase division is defined, by which, the phase is further divided into initial transition, steady part and terminal transition. Inner-phase division result for injection phase of one group is shown in Fig. 3 . Other groups have similar results. According to the analysis of inner-phase evolution, one phase is divided into inner-parts, and then different models will be built for these inner-phase parts separately.
Online quality prediction and analysis
Since the three parts of injection phase (I, II, III) and the initial transition of packing-holding phase (IV) have important impact on product mass, so the quality prediction will focus on these parts. Different regression models are developed for each part and used for online quality prediction.
Online quality prediction results of one random batch are shown in Fig. 4 . Part I, a transition region, shows higher prediction errors and more dynamics than the predictions during part II. During part II, the steady part, quality predictions keep a steady state. And after that, during part III and part IV, which are transitions, quality prediction fluctuates again around the measurement value. Finally, at the end of part IV, the prediction is very near to the measure value. For other test batches, similar results can be obtained.
The median absolute deviations (MAD) of quality predictions for training and testing batches are calculated and listed in Table 1 to evaluate the variability of quality predictions in each part. Three uneven-length groups are denoted as 'L1', 'L2' and 'L3', and 'All' indicates the results are evaluated for all these three groups. The mean values of MAD for each group and for all the groups are calculated. It can be seen that the mean values of MAD in I and IV are much higher than the values in II and III. It is reasonable that I and IV, as main transitions, have more dynamic than II, steady part, and III, which has only three points in phase division. Besides, the final prediction results of the proposed method are evaluated by mean squared error (E MS ) index as shown in Table 2 . The proposed method provides effective quality predictions for uneven-length groups.
CONCLUSIONS
In this work, a phase-based quality prediction strategy is proposed by tracing quality-related inner-phase evolution. Two levels of phase divisions are developed to separate transitions from steady part within each phase. Consequently, different statistical regression models are developed in different inner-phase parts for online quality prediction. In the application to an injection molding process, the proposed strategy works well for quality-related evolution analysis of uneven-length phases and meanwhile offers satisfactory online quality prediction performance. 
